CRL Blumcraft BP100 Series Panic Handles are engineered to meet building code requirements for balanced doors while maintaining a streamlined visual.

According to code, the push pad cannot extend more than half the width of the balanced door, measured from the latch side. BP100 Series Panic Handles are unique in that they span the length of the balanced door. The first section, measured from the latch side, is a clearly defined push pad, while the second section extending towards the door hinge is a seamlessly integrated fixed handle. This wider handle offers improved aesthetics over a panic handle that only spans half the width of the balanced door.

For more information, contact the CRL Technical Sales team at (800) 421-6144 ext. 17700 or email architectural@crlaurence.com.

### CRL Balanced Door Panic Handle Size Limitations

- **Top Latching**

  - Maximum Door Heights
    - **Exterior**: 96" (2.44 m) for 1/2" or 5/8" (12 or 16 mm) Glass Thickness
      - 102" (2.59 m) for 3/4" (19 mm) Glass Thickness
    - **Interior**: 108" (2.74 m) for either 1/2", 5/8" or 3/4" (12, 16 or 19 mm) Glass Thickness
  - **Exception**: When using "F" Style Exterior Handle - 108" (2.74 m) for either 1/2", 5/8" or 3/4" (12, 16 or 19 mm) Glass Thickness

- **Use Tempered Glass**

### Exterior Handle Combinations for Balanced Doors

With CRL Blumcraft® Panic Handles

- **Handle A-BP**
- **Handle D-BP**
- **Handle B-BP**

**NOTE:** Exterior Fixed Handles shown above can be used in combination with our BP100 Series Panic Handle.